the young ones

The

Old is the new young,
says Cheryl Markosky

Young Ones
From Harrison Ford, 73, and Carrie
Fisher, 59, in the new Star Wars film The
Force Awakens, Lily Tomlin, 76, making
cranky look cool in Grandma, and our
own Maggie Smith, 81, getting the best
one-liners in Downtown Abbey as Lady
Violet Crawley, more mature people are
capturing the limelight.
We can learn a great deal from a
whole slew of prominent folk refusing
to grow old.
Joanna Lumley, 69, isn’t one for letting
the grass grow under her feet. As well
as campaigning for the new garden
bridge on the Thames (which makes the
grass metaphor particularly pertinent),
she’s back wowing us as the chain
smoking, Bollinger-swilling Patsy in
new Ab Fab: The Movie based on the
Absolutely Fabulous TV series.
And of course, we applaud Dame Esther
Rantzen, 75, the new ambassador
for Churchill Retirement Living. She’s
dedicated most of her life to righting
wrongs and standing up for people’s
rights, including launching The Silver
Line, a helpline to reduce loneliness for
older people. Dame Esther could easily
take it easy these days, having more
than done her bit, but she carries on
with great gusto.
Even in the world of politics, candidates
in the race to become the next president
of the United States include Hilary
Clinton, 68, and Bernie Sanders, 74.
And sparky Baroness Trumpington, 93,
once a code-breaker at Bletchley Park, is
today one of the most outspoken, witty
and hardworking members in the House
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anything

but grey

Carrie Fisher

of Lords. She attends the House of Lords
every day when it’s sitting session and
is famous for flicking the V sign to Lord
King when he ungallantly mentioned
her great age.
Even though we’re not celebrities like
sassy and still very sexy Helen Mirren,
70, or Diana Athill, 98, who has just
published another book, ‘Alive, Alive Oh!
And Other Things That Matter’ about her
life, we can feel uplifted that anyone no
longer in the first flush of youth matters
and can play an active part in the world.

Harrison Ford

Now in all walks of life, older people
aren’t being written off and sidelined
anymore. In fact, they’re contributing
hugely to society in a variety of ways,
from retired doctors returning to
take the pressure off overworked
GP surgeries, businessmen who’ve
given up work and are now mentoring
younger individuals wanting to start
their own firms.
Having visited a number of retirement
communities in my role as property
journalist, I’m always amazed to see
how young thinking and active the
supposed grey generation is. They’re
anything but grey, leading wonderfully
colourful lives inspired by luminaries
such as Dame Judi Dench, 81, and Meryl
Streep, 66. Both of these women still
pick up all the best parts, from Dame
Judi in The Second Best Exotic Marigold
Hotel to Meryl as an ageing rock ‘n’
roller in Ricki and the Flash.
As Carrie Fisher reminds us, “youth
and beauty are not accomplishments”.
But hard work and living your life to
the full are.
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nyone over 50 will be
cheered to know that
the age of the youthful
ingénue appears to be finished.
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